
 

Thirst in the news

Sanex and Shape Magazine held their annual event at one of the hottest new venues in Cape Town, The Runway. To find
the new face for the Shape Magazine cover, Thirst Bar Services was brought to the party, yet again, to provide that
required 'exclusivity' that the function was all about.

The Thirst Bars and Bartenders looked so good that they almost received as much coverage from the photographers and
press as the gorgeous models and celebrities on the Runway.

Once again, another exclusive brand satisfied by Thirst in Cape Town.

Jozi - Sun International

With Sun International's new campaign featuring Charlize Theron, Thirst followed the theme of gold
and extravagance, and provided their own, unique form of entertainment for the evening.

Thirst's exclusive vanilla passion martini, dressed in gold dust and designed especially for Sun
International, as well as their brave, topless bartenders served cocktails all night providing
extravagance and purveying the feeling of luxury to all guests that attended.

It seems as if Thirst is unstoppable at the moment with ever increasing high profile functions, week after week.

Look out for Thirst Bar Services at all your major events and functions across Cape Town and Johannesburg.

Baristas and bartenders thirst for new skills 4 Oct 2022

Returning to festivities this festive season 14 Sep 2022

Thirst enjoys success during 2021 hardships in the South African liquor industry 13 Dec 2021

Hitting the shelves this summer: Thirst launches gin and tonic premixes for immediate release 23 Nov 2021
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Thirst facilitates SA's biggest ever virtual mixology team building 15 Oct 2021

Thirst Bar Services

Thirst has fostered a reputation for providing excellent service from a platform of market leading
equipment. By continually offering new, unique and innovative locally and internationally inspired
products, like the Thirst Bartenders Marker, and using mobile bar units that are state of the art.
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